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neuropeptide Y-sensitive (G-protein alpha G) and angiotensin II-sensitive (G-protein alpha q and G-protein alpha

11) G-proteins was studied using antibodies against the C-terminal carboxy-terminal pentapeptide (CYFSHMR) of G-
protein alpha subunits. The peptide is unique to G-protein alpha subunits, has an isoelectric point of 5.6, and is not
present on the G-proteins alpha s, alpha i-1, alpha o or alpha t. The antibodies, raised against two affinity-purified
G-proteins, each specifically recognize one of the three alpha-subunits. The anti-CYFSHMR antibodies recognized
specifically the G-protein alpha G (39.5 kDa) and also partly the alpha q (40.6 kDa), alpha 11 (36.7 kDa) and the
alpha s (32.5 kDa) G-proteins in Western blots. The anti-CYFSHMR antibodies did not crossreact with any other
protein, although the homologous peptide, PYFSHM, was recognized by antibodies raised against the alpha G-
subunits. The antibodies did not recognize brain membranes immunoprecipitated with a panel of antibodies

against the alpha subunits. In the cytosol fraction, anti-CYFSHMR antibodies recognized more than one polypeptide
(39.5 kDa) only in the brain membranes, whereas the other anti-alpha subunit antibodies recognized only one

band (alpha s 41 kDa). The [3H]GDP-bound GTPase activity was not affected by anti-CYF
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